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FOUNDER of Bumbak’s Preserves and Ice-creams
3RD GENERATION horticultural producer in the Gascoyne
AIMS to preserve our family’s horticultural future
PROCESSES ‘waste produce’ as a home based industry
REPUTATION as a reliable supplier of high quality and safe
food
PROMOTES a strong regional identity and on-farm experience
HOMEGROWN & HOMEMADE in Carnarvon
ALL NATURAL homemade heaven
COMMUNITY SUPPORTER & promoter
Won over 100 awards from Royal Show products to state
small business awards and Waste Champion of 2018.
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The Gascoyne horticultural district


900 kilometres north of Perth
 Comprises 170 plantations


$80–100M per annum
 Offers a rich cultural landscape
 Arid sub-tropical climate



Open field growing
Challenged by natural disasters, water shortages,
market gluts, low prices, pest and disease



Produces 70% of all Western Australian produce
 40–60% waste produce – not harvested or
packed.
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Ethos of Bumbak’s


Minimise own farm waste products



Create innovative profitable uses for waste fruit & vegetables



Purchase waste from local growers – preserve the fruit destined for landfill



Maximise value adding by food mapping



All natural – no artificial colours, flavours

Value Added Tonnes of Pulp of 5 Main Products

or preservatives


Create a unique tourist attraction



Create economic value for the region



40 tonnes of waste value added in 2017



Over 40 different types of local fruit and
vegetables.
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Waste product: the grass roots level
NOT
HARVESTED

• OPEN FIELD DAMAGE
• PEST/DISEASE
DAMAGE
• INCORRECT SIZING
• IMMATURE/OVERRIPE

NOT PACKED

• DAMAGED
• MISSHAPEN
• NOT GRADE/
AESTHETIC
• IMMATURE/OVER RIPE

POST
HARVEST

•NOT GRADE
•DAMAGED
•PROCESSING/TRIMMING

WASTE
PRODUCT



Visually unappealing produce is the wrong size, shape, colour or has sunburn, scratch or blemish.



Process perfectly edible, often slightly more delicious, fruit and veg that aren’t quite pretty enough
for the supply chain!
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A ‘no-waste’ tree: value-adding mango
MANGO
FREEZE

FROZEN
MANGO

SMOOTHIES

ICECREAMS

FRUIT CAKE

JAMS &
CHUTNEYS

FRESH PULP

WASTE
PRODUCT
VALUE ADDED

DIPS &
SALSAS

MANGO
LEATHER

SAUCES &
TOPPINGS

FRUIT CURLS

DRIED PULP
CONFECTION
ARY

100%
MANGO
HARVESTED
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PRESERVES

MANGO
VINAIGRETTE

PREMIUM
GRADE
PACKED OUT

SKINS/SEED
WASTE

STOCK FEED

CANNINGVALE
MARKETS

GREEN
MULCHING
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The manual process


Manual labour versus mechanical



Average person processes 20 kg pulp per hour



Sorting and grading of processed pulp (preserving, smoothies, drying)



Fruit suitability, texture, colour and flavour



Allows flexibility and variety



Average mango = 50% pulp + 50% seed and skin!



Disadvantages include size & scale, wages, limited supply & product
seasonality.
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The gourmet product
“I believe that consumers are being cheated on taste and variety. The best vine
ripened seasonal produce is not accepted in the market place. Value adding
allows me to preserve this for the consumer. What I love most is turning ‘waste’
into gourmet products. People come in and get excited over the range of
preserves, ice-creams, smoothies, dried fruits, baked goods and confectionary.
I supply a high quality, unique and affordable product that can be taste tested on
site. Consumers love the cooking smells wafting and the raw earth connection!”
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Benefits of value-adding


Minimise food waste at the grass roots level



Creation of novel, high-value products from ‘waste’



Reduce the environmental impact through waste resources



Increase crop return for growers



Reduce disposal fees for growers



Provide opportunities for diversification & expansion



Create diverse job opportunities



Meet consumer requirements



Multiple community benefits.
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Future opportunities
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Increase grower collaboration & support



Regional pack out shed and processing plant



School liaison & programming in food technology



Local produce for catering – Reality Dining



Luxury products – combining Bumbak’s with another
product from another region as gifts



Tours of processing facility & farm



New market dynamics and innovation to value-add waste
product



Market expansion from

Local

Domestic

Export
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Conclusion & question time


Bumbak’s is part of a family tradition!



Proudly lead the way in the No Waste initiative.



Significantly reduce waste levels and improve profitability



Passionate about value-adding & tourism



Passionate about effective consumer education



Honoured to represent the Gascoyne horticultural industry.
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